On modelling large deformations of heterogeneous biological tissues using a mixed finite element formulation.
This study addresses the issue of modelling material heterogeneity of incompressible bodies. It is seen that when using a mixed (displacement-pressure) finite element formulation, the basis functions used for pressure field may not be able to capture the nonlinearity of material parameters, resulting in pseudo-residual stresses. This problem can be resolved by modifying the constitutive relation using Flory's decomposition of the deformation gradient. A two-parameter Mooney-Rivlin constitutive relation is used to demonstrate the methodology. It is shown that for incompressible materials, the modification does not alter the mechanical behaviour described by the original constitutive model. In fact, the modified constitutive equation shows a better predictability when compared against analytical solutions. Two strategies of describing the material variation (i.e. linear and step change) are explained, and their solutions are evaluated for an ideal two-material interfacing problem. When compared with the standard tied coupling approach, the step change method exhibited a much better agreement because of its ability to capture abrupt changes of the material properties. The modified equation in conjunction with integration point-based material heterogeneity is then used to simulate the deformations of heterogeneous biological structures to illustrate its applications.